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ABSTRACT
Question answering from tables (TableQA) extracting answers from

tables from the question given in natural language, has been ac-

tively studied. Existing models have been trained and evaluated

mostly with respect to answer accuracy using public benchmark

datasets such asWikiSQL. The goal of this demonstration is to show

a debugging tool for such models, explaining answers to humans,

known as explanatory debugging. Our key distinction is making it

“actionable" to allow users to directly correct models upon explana-

tion. Specifically, our tool surfaces annotation and models errors

for users to correct, and provides actionable insights.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Question answering (QA) models, answering natural language ques-

tions from various sources such as text (TextQA) or tables (TableQA),

have been actively studied, powered by shared efforts on large-scale

public datasets for training and evaluation. In both tasks, state-of-

the-art models have exceeded human performance in terms of

accuracy, though recent work questions right answers from such

model can be “lucky guesses" and thus easily perturbed [9].

Inspired, we question a classic pipeline of optimizing for accu-

racy metric alone. Instead, visual analytic community proposed

explanatory debugging tools [5, 14, 15] enabling to observe model

behaviors, not only from decision accuracy, but also from the fol-

lowing richer context:

• Decision with training samples: Machine decision can be

connected to related training instances.

• Decision with model internals: Machine decision can be

explained by model internals.

• Counterfactual testing: Users can alter testing cases for “what

if” explorations of model behaviors.
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Query: Sum all SB less than 14. Answer: 14

Figure 1: Example of cell attention supervision

However, though existing tools help users to observe model be-

haviors in new angles, they do not focus on empowering users to

correct when they think otherwise, or analytics are not yet action-
able: Actionability is a key factor in explanatory debugging [5], as

users ignore explanations when they cannot benefit by acting on

them.

In contrast, we focus on actionability and propose three new

goals, adding actionability on top of the above three distinctions.

Further, we will present empirical evidences that such human inter-

vention contributes to accuracy increases. Specifically, we identify

our three new goals.

• [G1] Actionable annotation editor: Our editor connects
a training instance where machine decision disagrees with

ground truth. Training data can be edited when machine de-
cision is right, but the ground truth is wrong. We investigated

WikiSQL in this way and found 37% of annotations for scalar

aggregation is incorrect in this set, and our editor supports

an easy change of annotations.

• [G2] Actionable model editor: Explanatory debugging

surfaces model misbehaviors, even when both machine de-
cision and annotation are correct, or “lucky guesses”. Mean-

while, accuracy metric cannot detect such error, leading to

brittle models to adversarial perturbations. While existing

tools focus on showing attention for understanding behav-

iors, our tool explores cell attention supervision, where
users can simply change attention to retrain models. Figure 1

shows example user edits on which cells to attend.

• [G3] Counterfactual testing: Lastly, training instances

may not be challenging enough to ensure the robustness of

the model: Our editor allows users to test adversarial train-

ing cases, which can be augmented as adversarial training

resources.
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Figure 2: Snapshot of TQDebug Framework

2 RELATEDWORK
Explanatory debugging was pioneered in [5] for a simple text clas-

sifier, and similar explanatory tools have been demonstrated for

language and QA tasks [1, 6, 13, 15]. Counterfactual explorations

or attention modifications were also demonstrated, mostly for the

purpose of understanding models in “what if" scenarios [8, 14].

However, whether such changes contribute to an increase in accu-

racy was left unexplored, to the best of our knowledge.

Our key difference is actionability. We connect machine decision

with testing instance and model internal, so that users can act on

unexpected behaviors to fix them. Our editor empowers users to fix

annotation mistakes, inaccurate attention, and/or training instances

that are too easy. These changes reflect model changes,by retraining.

For explainability in more general domains, refer to discussions

in [11, 12].

One of the enabling techniques for actionablity is attention su-
pervision [3, 7]. where attention weight that is close to human

perception is observed to be more effective for end-tasks. In other

word, models can be retrained to more closely reflect human percep-

tion of attention, which leads to accuracy gains as well. Our work

validated the effectiveness of attention supervision as actionable

insights for TableQA debugging: Specifically, we adopt a state-of-

the-art in TableQA with attention supervision [2], and show human

intervention can improve this model even further in Table 1.

3 DEMONSTRATION SCENARIOS
Figure 2 thee main modules (marked as ‘A’, ‘B’, and ‘C’), for achiev-

ing G1, G2, and G3 discussed in Section 1.We elaborate eachmodule

in the next sections respectively.

Question
How many Liberal candidates have Seats in House smaller than 245, 
and a Popular vote larger than 350,512, 
and Seats won smaller than 139, and a Seat Change of + 28

Gold Answer 1 Gold Column Liberal candidates Gold Operation Count

Gold Answer 190 Gold Column Liberal candidates Gold Operation Print

Figure 3: Annotation editor

3.1 G1: Annotation Editor
Annotation Editor provides an environment for fixing wrong an-

notations. Figure 3 shows an actual example instance of WikiSQL,

where the operation annotated by the user does not agree with

that predicted from the model. For the question illustrated in this

example, the annotation of operation which should be used to get

the correct answer is wrong, which can be corrected by human

intervention. This question asks to print the cell value of ‘Liberal

candidates’ which meet the conditions of the question, so opera-

tion should be corrected to ‘print’ operation, instead of ‘count’ as

annotated.

Using the tool, we found 37% of scalar aggregation in WikiSQL

is inaccurately labeled, for which our editing tool enables easy

changes. Models can be retrained after such changes. after which

models can be retrained for correction.

In addition to answer labels, users can use this tool to modify

annotations such as cells which should be considered to derive

the final answer. Corrected datasets lead to higher accuracy after

re-training, as we show later in Table 1.
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Question
How many Liberal candidates have Seats in House smaller than 245, 
and a Popular vote larger than 350,512, 
and Seats won smaller than 139, and a Seat Change of + 28

Selected 
Column

Seats in House

Final1 2 3 4Time-step 1

245

Final1 2 3 4Time-step 2

Question
How many Liberal candidates have Seats in House smaller than 245, 
and a Popular vote larger than 350,512, 
and Seats won smaller than 139, and a Seat Change of + 28

Selected 
Column

larger
139

Popular vote

smaller

Figure 4: Visualization for attention weight

Question
How many Liberal candidates have Seats in House smaller than 245, 
and a Popular vote larger than 350,512, 
and Seats won smaller than 139, and a Seat Change of + 28

larger than 350

Question
How many Liberal candidates have Seats in House smaller than 245, 
and a Popular vote larger than 350,512, 
and Seats won smaller than 139, and a Seat Change of + 28

larger than ,512350

Figure 5: Editor for attention supervision

3.2 G2: Text-Cell Attention Supervision
Visual representation for attention weight on data cells on the table

or on questionwords showswhether right words are highlighted for

understanding questions or finding answers. By showing attention

weights at each timestep, it can help users to understand how the

model predicts the answer.

Figure 4 shows words from the question and column from the

table, which the model focuses on at each timestep (i.e. t = 1, 2).

In this figure, question words and column with highest attention

weight are highlighted, such that users can look at the case and

reweigh the attention to correct models by modifying the label.

In addition, as shown in Figure 5, our attention editor allows

user to modify attention labels, by moving or dragging the high-

lighted box to another word in the question that users would rather

highlight. Attention label shown in red suggests that the model is

focusing on ‘350’ to find an answer, which is only a substring of

an actual number, ‘350,512’. Our editor enables users to enlarge the

attention span as in the figure below. With such attention super-

vision using our editor, users can retrain models to better fit user

understanding of the task.

3.3 G3: Adversarial Paraphrases
As we overviewed, many existing QA models are weak to adversar-

ial examples. To enhance robustness, users can edit the questions

to perform the adversarial test for each instance. For example, the

given question can be edited to its paraphrases using different

wordings, to check whether the model relies too much on exact

matches.

Figure 6 shows an example of the result of adversarial test with

perturbed question. In this example, user changes the phrase from

‘What’s’ to ‘What is’, and the changed question preserves the se-

mantic of original question. If the model prediction changes after

semantic-preserving changes, we can call them adversarial para-
phrase. The model gets reportedly more robust, when (re-)trained

Perturb 
Question

What’s dorain anneck’s pick number
Test

Question What’s dorain anneck’s pick numberdorain anneck’s

Pred Answer 56 Pred Column Pick Pred Operation print

Question What is dorain anneck’s pick numberdorain anneck’s

Pred Answer None Pred Column Pick Pred Operation print

is

Change word [What’s] to: 

Edit Word

What is

Figure 6: Editor for adversarial paraphrase

Table 1: Performance before and after using editor

Model CellAcc AnswerAcc
w/o editor 60.9 59.5

w/ editor 77.2 (+26.8%) 75.3 (+26.6%)

with augmented training resources from such diversified para-

phrases [4, 10].

4 EFFECTIVENESS RESULTS
We empirically study whether achieving three goals contribute to

performance gain.

(1) For G1, we randomly sample 1k queries with a scalar an-

swer, from which we find 37% are incorrectly annotated

using our tool. Figure 7 shows wrong annotations we find.

For questions starting with ‘how many’, in general, the cor-

rect answer can be obtained from using ‘print’ or ‘count’

operation, while most annotations suggest ‘min’ or ‘max’.

Our tool enables to retrain the model based on corrected

annotations from user intervention.

(2) For G2, we compare with a state-of-the-art model with at-

tention supervision: WikiOPs
1
is an attention supervision

dataset, automatically extracted from WikiSQL dataset [16],

by transforming the SQL statements into cell supervisions.

Figure 5 is an attention editor we built on top of this model,

where users can add text and cell supervisions or correct.

First, for quantitative evaluation, Table 1 compares the effec-

tiveness of attention editor, by comparing with WikiOPs in

terms of the following two metrics: cell accuracy and answer

accuracy– The former evaluates whether the model selects

the cells correctly to get the correct answer, and answer

accuracy evaluates whether the model predicts the correct

answer. The model with our editor outperforms the model

trained on original WikiOPs . Second, Figure 8 shows qual-

itative evidences that our editor contributing to the model

change behaviors as expected.

(3) For G3, our tool not only provides the environment for

adversarial test, but also allows the user to retrain the model

with dataset augmented with adversarial training resources

for enhancing the robustness of the model. Figure 9 shows

1
https://github.com/MinseokCho/NeuralOperator
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Question Gold Op Correct Op
[How many ~]
How many kids go to Brechin High School? max print
How many number of lakes are there in the Valdez‐Cordova (CA) area? min count
How many Inhabitants were there after 2009 in the Municipality with a Party of union for trentino? average print
[What is the ~]
What is the attendance in the game in the 2010‐11 season, when the score was 2–0? min print
What is the highest rank of a player from Ethiopia? max min
What is the population (2010 census) if s barangay is 51? count print
[Others]
With less than 7 Silver medals, how many Gold medals did Canada receive? max sum
During which round was the first defensive end with an overall rank larger than 186 drafted? max print
What year is center Ann Wauters? sum print

Figure 7: Illustration of wrong annotations fromWikiSQL

Question
How many tournaments in Texas had a purse 
higher than 330105.1624276874?330105.1624276874higher

Question How many tournaments in Texas had a purse 
higher than 330105.1624276874?

Purse
higher

Figure 8: Change in attention weight before and after using
editor

Pred Answer 12 Pred Column district Pred Operation print

Pred Answer 1992 Pred Column elected Pred Operation print

Q2: What's the elected year of Nydia Velazquez in a district bigger than 2 and a democrat?

Pred Answer 0.1 Pred Column PM (g/kWh) Pred Operation argmin

Pred Answer none Pred Column elected Pred Operation print

Q1: What's the PM for the standard with 12.3 g/kWh CO?

Figure 9: Change in results from augmenting adversarial
training resources

the change in results of the model retrained on the dataset

added adversarial training resources. From Q1 and Q2, we

can see that the model often makes a mistake when the

question starts with “what’s”, for which we can augment

adversarial paraphrases. As shown in Figure 9, the retrained

model does not show the same weakness.

5 CONCLUSION
This demo revisits a classic pipeline for TableQA where model er-

rors are observed as accuracy metric alone. Model developers have

responded to errors by adding training data or rewriting models.

In contrast, we show an explanatory tool showing model behav-

ior, which is actionable, such that users can directly edit wrong

annotations or model behaviors. Another contribution is to show

empirical evidences that user intervention invited from actionable

tools, contribute to the increase in model accuracy.
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